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Greetings Friends 

April is upon us and I have barely gotten over the Christmas rush!  

This month brings excitement and lots of fun to the South Coast 

… Africa Bike Week. I hope that you all have plans to get out into 

the town and take great photos. Kathy is planning a few photo 

shoots so be sure to check your e-mails. 

I am sure that  May‟s set subject also has your creative  

juices flowing. It is an opportunity to learn Photoshop skills as 

well. 

This issue includes the 2nd part of your workshop, an 

 explanation of “Exposure”. 

The success of the newsletter is dependant on your contribution 

and to this end I appeal to all members to please share ideas and  

information. 

All contributions are most welcome. 

Wishing you fewer words and more exposures! 

 

Nerissa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to March Quiz 

1.  D       2.  C         3.  B        4.  B         5.  C 
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CHAIRMAN‟S REPORT 

Dear members 

 

Many of you have been away or had visitors during the Easter season.  

Hopefully you had an enjoyable time and were able to capture some  

interesting images. 

 

This could be a busy month for our photographers with exciting events in our 

area. The main event that comes to mind is the bike week, which takes place 

from 23rd to 26th April. Access to the Harley Village area, as well as the     

entertainment area (with numerous popular bands taking to the stage), is 

free for pedestrians. This is a wonderful opportunity for night, street and 

event photography, photo journalism and action shots. I will be contacting 

members regarding a street photo shoot, probably on Saturday 25th April 

(weather dependent). Please note that I have included a short article on 

„street photography‟ in this edition of Shutterbug. 

 

On Sunday 26th April, the mass ride will depart from the Shelly Centre  

rooftop at 10am. You will be notified of a meeting place,  from where we can  

practice our panning. 

 

Regretfully, the activity room in Margate (our normal meeting place), is still 

unsuitable for use and your committee will once again be looking at an       

alternate venue. 

 

Our set subject for May is „propaganda‟ and you are all encouraged to enter 

an image……….good luck! 

 

Until then, happy snapping 

Kathy Kay 
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Congratulations to the Authors! 

  STAR Laura Oppel 

BEST JUNIOR 

CAMERA DETAILS: Nikon D3200, 1/80 sec,  F4, 

ISO 3200, focal length 55mm 

On a recent trip to St Lucia Wetlands park, my  

parents and I had the privilege of visiting and  

experiencing the culture and life of "Zulu"  

individuals at a local traditional Zulu village. This 

particular image depicts the hard workings and 

dedication of married Zulu females, whereby they 

weave mats for sleeping on, one mat taking a two-

week period to complete. What made this photo opportunity so captivating was the contentment 

displayed on the subjects face whilst at work. 

STAR Jensen Brits 

Camera Details: Nikon D7000, 1/40 sec, f/2.8,  

ISO 160,  Aperture priority, Focal length 11mm, 

No Tripod or Flash 

The Art of Versailles was overwhelming and  

awesome. It will take weeks to go through it 

properly. Time was short and it was like snap 

and enjoy later. There was a little break in the 

thousands of people and the floor of this forever 

going on hallway opened up the most intriguing 

lines with the art on the sidewalls....had to take a 

snap! 

Rhona SellschopRhona Sellschop  

Cheetahs are fairly elusive but on a game drive Cheetahs are fairly elusive but on a game drive 

in Phinda reserve we encountered an adult in Phinda reserve we encountered an adult   

female with two cubs.  They were playful and this female with two cubs.  They were playful and this 

one hid behind an anthill from where he prepared one hid behind an anthill from where he prepared 

to launch a mock attack on his sibling. Used a to launch a mock attack on his sibling. Used a 

Nikon D800 camera with an 80Nikon D800 camera with an 80--400mm lens set 400mm lens set 

at 400mm with an aperture of f6.3.  Since the at 400mm with an aperture of f6.3.  Since the 

light was low in the late afternoon, the ISO of 400 light was low in the late afternoon, the ISO of 400 

gave me a speed of a 200th of a second.gave me a speed of a 200th of a second.  

STAR 

Best Images for April 2015 
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Andries BornmanAndries Bornman  

This photo was taken at a local swimming  gala.This photo was taken at a local swimming  gala.  

Camera: Details: Nikon D300Camera: Details: Nikon D300  

Nikon lens 18Nikon lens 18--300300  

Shutter Speed: 1 /4000 sec;Shutter Speed: 1 /4000 sec;      

  F 7.1;F 7.1;    ISO 400;ISO 400;  

      

  

STAR 

BEST SENIORBEST SENIOR  

Joy MullinJoy Mullin  

  Returning from a trip to the Kgalagadi in August Returning from a trip to the Kgalagadi in August 

2013, via the Cederberg, we assumed that we would 2013, via the Cederberg, we assumed that we would 

be a little early for the spring flowers. On our arrival be a little early for the spring flowers. On our arrival 

in the beautiful Biedouw Valley we found that condi-in the beautiful Biedouw Valley we found that condi-

tions were such that the flowers in some areas were tions were such that the flowers in some areas were   

already in full bloom. We discovered these beautiful already in full bloom. We discovered these beautiful 

creamy Namaqualand daisies one overcast morning and after taking dozens of images of closed buds  creamy Namaqualand daisies one overcast morning and after taking dozens of images of closed buds  

covered in dew, finally a weak sun came through at about 10 o'clock.covered in dew, finally a weak sun came through at about 10 o'clock.    I would like to say that I picked a I would like to say that I picked a 

fast shutter speed on purpose, but we all know that flowers do not open that quickly, and so I will sheep-fast shutter speed on purpose, but we all know that flowers do not open that quickly, and so I will sheep-

ishly admit that in my excitement to discover that the daisies were finally opening, I forgot to reduce my ishly admit that in my excitement to discover that the daisies were finally opening, I forgot to reduce my 

ISO. I did, however, think about my camera angle and decided to get down low and use the weak sun as ISO. I did, however, think about my camera angle and decided to get down low and use the weak sun as 

a back light.a back light.    Yet again creativity won over the technical! Yet again creativity won over the technical!   The picture was edited in Lightroom  using The picture was edited in Lightroom  using   

radial filters to highlight the main flowers.radial filters to highlight the main flowers.      

Camera  Details:Camera  Details:  

Nikon D7100 Nikon D7100   1818--105 lens at 105mm 105 lens at 105mm   F7.1 F7.1   ISO800 ISO800   1/5000sec1/5000sec  

  

STAR 
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1.  Which APERTURE will allow the most light through the lens? 

        A.  f 5.6 

 B.  f 1.4 

 C.  f 11 

 D. 1/125 

 

2.  What does the term “ Prime Lens” mean? 

 A.  It has a fixed Aperture 

 B.  It has a fixed Focal Length 

 C.  It has fixed Focus 

 D.  It has a fixed Shutter Speed 

 

3. The camera lens is responsible for control of all of the  

 following except 

 A. The shutter speed 

 B.  The aperture 

 C.  The focusing  

 D.  The field of view 

 

4.  What does the AWB stand for? 

 A. Auto White Beam 

 B. Auto Wide Beam 

 C. Auto White Balance 

 D. Actual White Balance 

 

5.  When will you use bulb setting? 

 A. When you need a very long exposure 

 B. When shooting indoor sport              

 C. when using tungsten lights 

 D. When using a studio flash 

 

 

        

 

Photography Quiz 

 

GOOD LUCK !!

Answers in May 

Shutterbug 
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 Ari Du Toit ...A Photo JourneyAri Du Toit ...A Photo JourneyAri Du Toit ...A Photo Journey   
  
I was fortunate to be introduced to Photography at a 
young age; my father was a Photographer and  
belonged to the Northern Natal Photographic Club. 
This meant that all family holidays were planned 
around Photographic events, Venues and Photo hot 
spots. When I was about 10 or 11 I picked up my 
first Camera, it was a “Hand me Down”  - a 35MM 
Chinon CE-5, with all you could see in the viewfind-
er was a little red light meter. (Still got it today LOL). 
I had a great and patient mentor, and so my love for 
photography slowly grew. Initially I started with 
Prints, but later at about the age of 14 I switched 
over to slides, with the acquiring of a 35MM Ricoh XR-X.  
 

I still remember the anticipation waiting for that little roll of 
developed slides from the lab. Just to discover that out of 
a whole roll of 36, there was only one good slide. 
 

My first Photographic Club was Northern Natal Photo-
graphic Club, and under the wings of my Father, Deon 
Harris, Connie Malan and Oom Loot, I was taught the  
basics of Composition, ISO/ASA, Aperture and Shutter 
Speed. 

 
After finishing school I was a student at the Police CSI Lab where I spent 
6 hours a day in a dark room, developing Crime Scene Photos (Mainly 
Mono). This was hard work but a great learning curve and I was taught 
how chemicals and light affect the development and processing of  
photos.  
During the early 90's I hanged up my camera... It became too expensive a 
hobby. South Africa was under sanctions and the development cost of 
slides and photographs sky rocketed.  
 
I however never lost the love for photography and like a long lost  
mistress; I was forever hooked to photography 
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In 2002 I came to realize that Digital photography was the way forward and soon afterIn 2002 I came to realize that Digital photography was the way forward and soon after   
purchasing a Canon 300D I joined the (then known as) Hibiscus Coast Camera Club.purchasing a Canon 300D I joined the (then known as) Hibiscus Coast Camera Club.  

It was a huge learning curve to migrate from film to digital, but I soon realized that the basic It was a huge learning curve to migrate from film to digital, but I soon realized that the basic 
rules remained the same. In 2009 I was elected as the club Chairman, WOW this was a tough rules remained the same. In 2009 I was elected as the club Chairman, WOW this was a tough 
job. We were only 18 members but all were passionate about photography.job. We were only 18 members but all were passionate about photography.   

  

Looking back, I cannot believe how the Looking back, I cannot believe how the   
Hibiscus Photographic Society has grown. Hibiscus Photographic Society has grown. 
From a small group of enthusiasts to a fullyFrom a small group of enthusiasts to a fully--
fledged but kicking, shutter pressing club, that fledged but kicking, shutter pressing club, that 
can hold a candle to the best clubs is the can hold a candle to the best clubs is the   
country, if not the world. This is however only country, if not the world. This is however only 
possible with the active involvement of every possible with the active involvement of every 
member of the club. member of the club.   

  

  

It is said that our lives are like a story book and every day is a page. Some pages contain It is said that our lives are like a story book and every day is a page. Some pages contain   
information that might seem useless and boring, but without these pages the book won't make information that might seem useless and boring, but without these pages the book won't make 
sense. Some pages might even be torn, damaged and hard to read, but they still are as sense. Some pages might even be torn, damaged and hard to read, but they still are as   
important (if not more) than the ones that contain Happiness. All these pages give the book important (if not more) than the ones that contain Happiness. All these pages give the book 
character and depth. character and depth.   

  

  

  

  

Photography gives us the opportunity to capture a brief moment of this story….Forever freezing Photography gives us the opportunity to capture a brief moment of this story….Forever freezing 
that moment of the past to the future. that moment of the past to the future.   

  

  

Remember the best camera to have is the Remember the best camera to have is the 
one that you have got with you!one that you have got with you!  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
ARI DU TOITARI DU TOIT  
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Throughout modern times, countries and causes have used propaganda Throughout modern times, countries and causes have used propaganda   

posters to stir up support.posters to stir up support.  

Take your best shot at a propagandaTake your best shot at a propaganda--style poster!style poster!  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Remember : To be eligible for the “Set Subject” Cash prize at the end of the Year, Remember : To be eligible for the “Set Subject” Cash prize at the end of the Year, 
you need to enter a photo for the you need to enter a photo for the   “Propaganda Poster Set Subject”. “Propaganda Poster Set Subject”.   

  

PROPOGANDA POSTER 

SET SUBJECT—MAY 2015 by Ari Du Toit 
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by Kathy Kay (APSSA)by Kathy Kay (APSSA)

  

Street photography is more about the subject, mood, story, action, humour and composition. In Street photography is more about the subject, mood, story, action, humour and composition. In 
general, the subject is not aware he is being photographed until it is too late. If a subject poses general, the subject is not aware he is being photographed until it is too late. If a subject poses 
for you, then that is portraiture. So, usually shallow depth of field is not important. In fact, for you, then that is portraiture. So, usually shallow depth of field is not important. In fact,   
extensive depth of field provides more background to the story. Choose interesting subjects extensive depth of field provides more background to the story. Choose interesting subjects 
and try to capture a „oneand try to capture a „one--off‟.off‟.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Remember, many people will not be happy Remember, many people will not be happy 
when they see you photographing them. You when they see you photographing them. You 
are actually invading people‟s space, without are actually invading people‟s space, without 
asking their permission.asking their permission.  

  

  

  

  

  

When people spot you photographing them, smile. It is amazing how a smile can diffuse a When people spot you photographing them, smile. It is amazing how a smile can diffuse a   
situation.situation.  
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It is important that you don‟t draw attention to yourself, so….It is important that you don‟t draw attention to yourself, so….  

1. Wear dark clothing1. Wear dark clothing  

2. Project a positive body language 2. Project a positive body language --  if you look suspicious, people will react accordingly.if you look suspicious, people will react accordingly.  

3. Keep your elbows in.3. Keep your elbows in.  

4. In general, don‟t use massive lenses etc, rather use an unobtrusive wide angle lens.4. In general, don‟t use massive lenses etc, rather use an unobtrusive wide angle lens.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

6. Learn to work fast.6. Learn to work fast.  

7. Use a fast shutter speed to capture the action and take pin sharp images, unless you are 7. Use a fast shutter speed to capture the action and take pin sharp images, unless you are   
        specifically aiming for creative blur .specifically aiming for creative blur .  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

8. Shoot with both eyes open. 8. Shoot with both eyes open.   

9. Try to learn to aim and shoot from the hip. 9. Try to learn to aim and shoot from the hip.   

  

Most importantly Most importantly --  be safe!!!!!!be safe!!!!!!  

  

“Seeing is not enough; you have to feel what you photograph” “Seeing is not enough; you have to feel what you photograph” ––  Andre KerteszAndre Kertesz  
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DiGITAL PHOTOGRAPHYDiGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY  

                                  Explaining the Basics Explaining the Basics   

  

  

ee  xposure xposure is the total amount of light allowed to fall on the photo-

graphic medium (photographic film or image sensor) during the 

process of taking a photograph. Exposure is measured in lux  

seconds, and can be computed from exposure value (EV) and scene  

luminance over a specified area. 

In photographic jargon, an exposure generally refers to a single shutter  

cycle. For example: a long exposure refers to a single, protracted shutter  

cycle to capture enough low-intensity light, whereas a multiple exposure  

involves a series of relatively brief shutter cycles; effectively layering a  

series of photographs in one image. For the same film speed, the  

accumulated photometric exposure should be similar in both cases. 

Overexposure and underexposure  A photograph may be described as over-

exposed when it has a loss of highlight detail, (that is, when the bright parts 

of an image are effectively all white, known as "blown out highlights" (or 

"clipped whites"). A photograph may be described as underexposed when it 

has a loss of shadow detail, that is, the dark areas indistinguishable from 

black, known as "blocked up shadows" (or sometimes "crushed shadows," 

"crushed blacks," or "clipped blacks," especially in video). These terms are 

technical ones rather than artistic judgments; an overexposed or under- 

exposed image may be "correct", in that it provides the effect that the  

photographer intended. 

Manual exposure In manual mode, the photographer adjusts the lens  

aperture and/or shutter speed to achieve the desired exposure. Many photo- 

graphers need to control aperture and shutter independently because  

opening up the aperture increases exposure, but also decreases the depth of 

field, and a slower shutter increases exposure but also increases the  

opportunity for motion blur. „Manual' exposure calculations may be based on 

some method of light metering with a working knowledge of exposure  

values, the APEX system and/or the zone system. 

by  

Ari Du Toit 
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Automatic exposure A camera in automatic exposure (AE) mode automatically 

calculates and adjusts exposure settings in order to match (as closely as pos-

sible) the subject's mid-tone to the mid-tone of the photograph. For most cam-

eras this means using an on-board TTL exposure meter. 

Aperture priority mode gives the photographer manual control of the 

 aperture, whilst the camera automatically adjusts the shutter speed to 

achieve the exposure specified by the TTL meter. Shutter priority mode gives 

manual shutter control, with automatic aperture compensation. In each case, 

the actual exposure level is still determined by the camera's  

exposure meter. 

Exposure compensation The purpose of an exposure meter is to estimate the 

subject's mid-tone luminance and indicate the camera exposure settings  

required to record this as a mid-tone. In order to do this it has to make a  

number of assumptions which, under certain circumstances, will be wrong. If 

the exposure setting indicated by an exposure meter is taken as the 

"reference" exposure, the photographer may wish to deliberately overexpose 

or under -expose in order to compensate for known or anticipated metering  

inaccuracies. Cameras with any kind of internal exposure meter usually  

feature an exposure compensation setting which is intended to allow the  

photographer to simply offset the exposure level from the internal meter's  

estimate of appropriate exposure. Frequently calibrated in stops, also known 

as EV units, a "+1" exposure compensation setting indicates one stop more 

(twice as much) exposure and "–1" means one stop less (half as much) expo-

sure. Exposure compensation is particularly useful in combination with auto-

exposure mode, as it allows the photographer to bias the exposure level  

without resorting to full manual exposure and losing the flexibility of auto 

 exposure. On low-end video camcorders, exposure compensation may be the 

only manual exposure control available. 

Exposure time The exposure for a photograph is determined by the  

sensitivity of the medium used. For photographic film, sensitivity is referred to 

as film speed and is measured on a scale published by the International  

Organization for Standardization (ISO). Faster film requires less exposure and 

has a higher ISO rating. Exposure is a combination of the length of time and 

the level of illumination received by the photosensitive material. Exposure 

time is controlled in a camera by shutter speed and the illumination level by 

the lens aperture.  
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Slower shutter speeds (exposing the medium for a longer period of time) and 

greater lens apertures (admitting more light) produce greater exposures. 

An approximately correct exposure will be obtained on a sunny day using 

ISO 100 film, an aperture of f/16 and a shutter speed of 1/100th of a second. 

This is called the sunny 16 rule: at an aperture of f/16 on a sunny day, a suit-

able shutter speed will be one over the film speed (or closest equivalent). A 

scene can be exposed in many ways, depending on the desired effect a  

photographer wishes to convey. 

Reciprocity An important principle of exposure is reciprocity. If one exposes 

the film or sensor for a longer period, a reciprocally smaller aperture is  

required to reduce the amount of light hitting the film to obtain the same  

exposure. For example, the photographer may prefer to make his sunny-16 

shot at an aperture of f/5.6 (to obtain a shallow depth of field). As f/5.6 is 3 

stops "faster" than f/16, with each stop meaning double the amount of light, 

a new shutter speed of (1/125)/(2·2·2) = 1/1000 is needed. Once the  

photographer has determined the exposure, aperture stops can be traded for 

halving or doublings of speed, within limits. A demonstration of the effect of 

exposure is night photography. Longer shutter speeds mean increased  

exposure. The true characteristic of most photographic emulsions is not  

actually linear, but it is close enough over the exposure range of about one 

second to 1/1000th of a second. Outside of this range, it becomes necessary 

to increase the exposure from the calculated value to account for this  

characteristic of the emulsion. This characteristic is known as reciprocity 

failure. The film manufacturer's data sheets should be consulted to arrive at 

the correction required as different emulsions have different characteristics. 

Digital camera image sensors can also be subject to a form of reciprocity 

failure. 

Determining exposure The zone system is another method of determining 

exposure and development combinations to achieve a greater tonality range 

over conventional methods by varying the contrast of the 'film' to fit the print 

contrast capability. Digital cameras can achieve similar results (high  

dynamic range) by combining several different exposures (varying only the 

shutter speeds) made in quick succession. Today, most cameras  

automatically determine the correct exposure at the time of taking a 

 photograph by using a built-in light meter, or multiple point meters  

interpreted by a built-in computer, see metering mode. 
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Negative/Print film tends to bias for exposing for the shadow areas (film dis-

likes being starved of light), with digital favouring exposure for highlights. See 

latitude below. 

Latitude Latitude is the degree by which one can over, or under expose an im-

age, and still recover an acceptable level of quality from an exposure. Typical-

ly negative film has a better ability to record a range of brightness than slide/

transparency film or digital. Digital should be considered to be the reverse of 

print film, with good latitude in the shadow range, and a narrow one in the 

highlight area; in contrast to film's large highlight latitude, and narrow  

shadow latitude. Slide/Transparency film has a narrow latitude in both high-

light and shadow areas, requiring greater exposure accuracy. Negative film's 

latitude increases somewhat with high ISO material, in contrast digital tends 

to narrow on latitude with high ISO settings 

Highlights Areas of a photo where information is lost due to extreme bright-

ness are described as having "blown-out highlights" or "flared highlights". 

In digital images this information loss is often irreversible, though small  

problems can be made less noticeable using photo manipulation software.  

Recording to RAW format can ameliorate this problem to some degree, as can 

using a digital camera with a better sensor. Film can often have areas of  

extreme overexposure but still record detail in those areas. This information 

is usually somewhat recoverable when printing or transferring to digital. A 

loss of highlights in a photograph is usually undesirable, but in some cases 

can be considered to "enhance" appeal. Examples include black-and-white 

photography and portraits with an out-of-focus background. 

Blacks Areas of a photo where information is lost due to extreme darkness 

are described as "crushed blacks". Digital capture tends to be more tolerant 

of underexposure, allowing better recovery of shadow detail, than same-ISO 

negative print film. 

Crushed blacks cause loss of detail, but can be used for artistic effect. 

 

      

 

         Next Month …… Aperture 
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From National Geographic 

Macro photography is photography magnified. It is generally recognized as 

“macro” when you are increasing the size of an object in your picture from 

about half life-size, as represented on the image sensor, to five times life-

size. With its emphasis on detail, pattern, and texture, macro photography 

can yield rewarding and unique results. 

 

  

1. Use an f-stop no wider/larger than f/16 to get all or most of the main  

subject in focus. 

2. Experiment with wider/larger lens apertures, which will throw more of         

the subject out of focus and may produce pleasing artistic effects. 

3. Get creative with macro photography by shooting the subject from an  

unexpected angle. Try different lighting, as well, using front lighting for 

deeper colour saturation and side lighting to highlight texture. 

4. Macro photography is really successful when the image has a main point 

of interest and that point or subject is composed well within the frame. 

Choose a simple background so it doesn‟t compete with the main  

subject for a viewer‟s attention. 

5. Use the fastest shutter speed possible to ensure sharp images. 

6. A good tripod is essential to prevent unwanted motion blur. 

7. If shooting outdoors a bright day is best as this helps with your shutter 

speed. 

8. Use manual focus to ensure that you get sharp images of exactly what 

you want. 

9. Avoid jarring and distracting elements in the background. 

10. Ensure your camera settings are correct as you may only get one shot. 
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Erez Marom is a nature photographer based in Israel and a regular contributor to  

Composition magazine. You can see more of his work at www.erezmarom.com and follow 

him on his Facebook page. 

In the first article of this series, 'The What and Why of Macro', I talked about 

what macro photography is and explained why I shoot macro in the wild. My 

next goal, which I will tackle in this article and the next one, is to introduce 

you to the elements I consider paramount in a macro image. I'm not neces-

sarily referring here to the criteria for judging an image, but rather to the 

fundamental things a macro photographer should try to bear in mind when 

producing it. 

So what is the number one, most important element in a macro photograph? 

The easy answer is that there aren't any. There are several qualities a mac-

ro image should have, all of which are important. To make things more com-

plicated, photographers don't always agree on which ones those are. How-

ever, when I think about macro photography, the first aspect that comes to 

my mind is detail. Detail is almost what makes macro what it is, in the 

sense that shooting up close is the very means to obtain what the macro 

photographer wants to show the viewer: the unseen-yet-everywhere-present 

elements of the miniature world.  

 

What got me first interested in macro  

photography was my fascination with insects 

and my desire to unravel their mysteries and 

see them as they truly are. 

 

Caption: An example of a detailed shot. Too 

small to really examine closely 

with the naked eye, this robber fly is  

rendered in extraordinary detail with a 

macro lens. 

By Erez Marom 
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You might rightfully claim that I haven't done much by simply asking for de-

tail. The meaning of the word is quite clear, but how do we obtain it? More 

precisely, what determines the level of detail desirable in a macro shot? In 

this article I will list the top factors. 

First and foremost, focus is paramount in a macro photograph. This may 

seem obvious, but focusing is more problematic in macro than it is in any 

other field. The reason is that one of the consequences of shooting at a close 

distance is shallow depth of field (DOF), so shallow in fact that it is often 

quite hard to get accurate focus. 

In most cases, as with all other kinds of 

animal photography, we want good-

focus and sharpness on the eye of the  

Insect that we're shooting. But with 

depth of field of less than a millimetre, 

getting any part of the animal in focus 

can often be quite a challenge. 

Accurate focusing and sufficient depth 

of field are thus especially significant in 

macro photography. Depth of field is so 

fundamental that I'll dedicate an  

entire section to it in a later article.  

As for focus, for now I'll just say that when shooting macro, we have to focus 

very carefully and accurately, because even the slightest movement, either 

that of the camera or that of the subject, can throw the image out of focus. I 

use manual focus exclusively, since AF simply isn't reliable or accurate 

enough for my needs, or is not available, at least with some of my favourite 

lenses. When focusing is technically difficult, trusting your eyes is always 

better than trusting the AF sensor, especially when one can use magnified 

live-view to focus perfectly. 

 

 

Here, although focus is off by 

only1-2mm, the fly in this 

image is soft, 

and the image unusable 

Limited DOF caused this 

 robber fly portrait to lack im-

portant detail in the proboscis 

and antennae areas. Even 

the eye is only partly in focus. 

Focus carefully 

and accurately! 
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 In addition to focus and DOF, light is key in a macro image. Naturally, over-

exposing an image or underexposing it completely will result in blown-out 

highlights or blocked-up shadows, both of which harm detail, but there's 

more than that. Hard directional light can produce excessive contrast, or 

cause a part of the object to cast a shadow on other parts of it and harm de-

tail, even if the overall exposure is 'correct'. This is especially noticeable 

when the subject is very hairy, has protruding body parts or both (which is 

very common when your subjects are invertebrates!). Thus one must also 

consider the quality and direction of light in order to capture sufficient  

detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the aspects of correct focus and quality of light play a similar role in 

macro as they do in most other kinds of photography, the next two aspects 

are quite different in that sense. As I've mentioned before, in order to 

achieve a good level of detail when shooting a tiny subject (in other words - 

if we want the subject to be big enough in the frame), one must shoot from 

a very close distance, even when working with relatively long focal length 

lenses. Thus proximity is another important aspect. Since your subject is 

likely to be very small, shooting from too far away would result in the  

subject filling only a very small portion of the frame. 

 

 

 

Very harsh sunlight caused this (otherwise technically 

acceptable) image to severely lack detail in many  

places due to excessive contrast. 

In this shot, soft light allowed this praying mantis larva to 

be shown in all its beauty and detail. 
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Shooting from a very close distance is challenging, but can produce amazing 

results. Getting close to an invertebrate can often pose a challenge. If you've 

ever tried to approach an insect with a camera in your hand you'll know that 

often, your nervous pray will run or fly away the second you get close 

enough. Yet we must get close enough if we want to get the shot. This is a 

problem, but one that can be solved using a little knowledge of animal hab-

its, behaviour and activity levels during different times of the day, in combi-

nation with a level of care and delicacy when approaching them. I'll talk 

about this in more detail in future articles. 

The final important condition is that of stability. In other fields of  

photography, like landscapes, for example, the sharpness or level of detail 

isn't compromised if part of the scene (a tree branch, or blade of grass) 

moves by one millimetres. This is because one millimetres, compared to a 

huge subject such as a lake or a mountain, is a meaninglessly small amount 

of movement. But if the entire width of the subject is only five millimetres a 

movement of one millimetre during exposure would result in severe motion 

blur, destroying the image altogether. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that stability is only required in relation to other image parameters. By 

this I mean that if you shoot a relatively long exposure, you have to use a  

tripod (not to mention your subject, which must be perfectly still). But if flash 

is your main light source, the very short duration of the actual light burst can 

freeze even moderate subject movement. 

 

Shooting from a very close distance is challenging, but can produce amazing 

results. 
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SALON ACCEPTANCES:   

Congratulations to all members that received Salon Achievements.  Please 

e mail  a copy of your achievements to Akash Basday (akash@basday.com) 

and Tom Prins (tomprins47@gmail.com) 

All images receiving multiple  Salon acceptances will only count a  

maximum of three acceptances at club level (irrespective of what was 

done to it). Administrators will rely on the integrity of members in this re-

gard but spot checks will be done.  

 

FACEBOOK: 

 

 

 

CLUB STATISTICS – APRIL 2015 

 

FACEBOOK is now managed by Ari.  

Photos will no longer be uploaded to Facebook. 
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SET SUBJECTS:  2015  

 
 

Upload your images to Photovault by no later than the last Sunday of 
each month  
 
 

ADVANCEMENTS 

 

Month Medium Topic 

Febru-
ary 

Mono Reflections 

March Colour Low Angle 

 

April Mono Table Top/ Still Life 

May Colour Propaganda Poster (Cash prize available – contact Ari & 
Piet) 

 

June Mono Mood & Emotion 

July Colour Silhouette 

 

August Mono Architecture 

Septem-
ber 

Colour Weathered (subject must be affected by the weather) 

October Mono Shadows 

Novem-
ber 

Colour Liquid in a Glass 

Decem-
ber 

Colour Holiday Spirit 

1 Star to 2 Star:  Laura Oppel, Lesley Oppel 

5 Star to 5 Star Honours :  Tom Prins 

Well done !!☺ 
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SALON CALENDER  - JUNE  2015 

More info at www.pssa.co.za and www.photovaultonline.co.za 

BIRTHDAY WISHES    -  APRIL 

Brian Riggen 09               Ingrid Sellschop 09        

    Toi Skellern 10  George Watson 27 

Wishing life's brightest joy always finds you !! 
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Swellendam Photographic Society 

and 

Cape Photographers 

 
are proud to announce 

 
that they will host the 

 
61st PSSA National Congress 

in 

SWELLENDAM 

 

from Sunday 9 August till Friday evening 14 August 2015 

PSSA CLUB WINNING PICTURES – March 2015 

How does this competition work? 

For the Club Winning Picture of the month a club representative submits the club winners for 

Junior and Senior sections via Photovault. 

 

The winning images are available for you to view on the PSSA website www.pssa.co.za 

 

JOIN PSSA 

  

PSSA benefits - Why join?  

 

Apply for membership  

http://www.pssa.co.za/about-pssa-mainmenu-124/pssa-benefits-why-join_2
http://www.pssa.co.za/join-us/apply-for-membership-180
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Business Name 

INFORMAL SPONSERS 

Thank you very much to the following sponsors: 

Photo Freedom (Shelly Centre) – Thank you Karen for kindly arranging the display of the 

monthly star winners‟ images in the shop window.  We really appreciate being able to receive 

the images after they were displayed. 

South Coast Herald (Look Local) – Shenda for placing our monthly merit and star winning im-

ages on your Facebook page so diligently . 

South Coast Style - Gaby for displaying our images on your Facebook page monthly. This is 

really a big, big bonus for our members . 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Chairman  - Kathy Kay        082 820 0868               kathykay@lantic.net 

Vice Chairman -Ari du Toit     072 468 5450                bluepond@vodamail.co.za 

Print Steward -Tom Prins     082 898 3990                tomprins47@gmail.com 

PRO/Sect. - Nerissa Naidoo    082 781 1292              nerissa@stmikes.co.za 

Treasurer  - Daryl Benecke    072 591 2768               darylb@telkomsa.net 

TOPS Admin - Akash Basday  082 572 5593               akash@basday.com 


